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Introduction

ABOUT US

Modular construction

Hotels and public buildings

Medical units  
and buildings (COVID 19)

objects

objects

More?

Things happen, 
ideas exist

Plato

Group’s infrastructure
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ABOUT US
We are a company with a long

tradition, strong team and extensive

infrastructure. Our customers and

the history of our projects make

us a stable and reliable growing

business partner.
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Our development and future are based on trustworthy people and a precisely built 

network of contacts. We look strong into the future, as it belongs to modular construction 

and production in the broadly understood construction industry, in which we have been 

operating for over fifteen years.

We create a common future –
- we are part of a Group

Architecture is an inspiring atmosphere and 

beauty. It is a passion of creation in the 

context of time and place, nature and culture.

Tomasz Konior
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Branch in New York

worldwide

Facilities in the port city of Bremen in Germany

Key and strategic locations in Poland

Branch in UK
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Modular 
construction

Freedom of creation and configuration.  

Time and quality modeling.
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Installations

Construction

FRAME STRUCTURE
The key to success

Ready structure

Assembly
Finishing
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modular 
construction
Flexible form with  
a stylish interior

COST OPTIMISATION

autonomous production

and simplicity of assembly

SHORT COMPLETION DATE

from 6 weeks

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

based on reliable

technological solutions

FLEXIBILITY

versatile frame constructions

QUALITY CONTROL AND WARRANTY

up to 15 years

ESTHETICS

world class visual effects

with BUD INVEST 

Not only do our customers get a chance to create 
various buildings from the base thanks to well 
selected design solutions along with a short 
completion date but also Bud Invest solutions offer 
easy extensions of existing buildings. 

The idea of modular construction with Bud Invest 
solutions give investors almost endless creative 
possibilities with cost optimisation at the same time. 

Modular solutions are to Bud Invest's advantage on the market. 
Our power is in the skillful use of the solutions.

EXTENSION

ENRICHMENT
OF INFRASTRUCTURE

NEW, STYLISH
BUILDINGS
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Hotels
and public

buildings
From design to completion, we ensure 

effective manufacturing process of tourists 

and government buildings - fully in 

accordance with current standards.

Flexibility is to our advantage.
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Hotels and public buildings
Flexibility is to our advantage.

The frame-based modular functional and spatial arrangement gives our architects 

the opportunity to create designs that strengthens the effect of simplicity of form 

combined with high-quality materials. This makes modular construction a modern 

technology with a smooth combination of environmentally-friendly solutions.
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The difficulty lies not so much 
in developing new ideas as in 

escaping from old ones

John Maynard Keynes

Medical 
units and 
buildings
(COVID 19)

In response to all life-threatening 

emergencies, we offer a vast range 

of ready-made, effective solutions 

for almost every situation.  

Time is our ally.
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Medical units
Time is our ally.

Unlimited creative possibilities gives high aesthetic values, quick completion, excellent 

energy efficiency and good price. Modular units have a number of advantages over 

traditional construction.



KREDA PRZEKŁADKA
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objects

Thanks to modules that allow free

modeling of the facade part, our

units often exceed traditional

construction in terms of quality.  

We provide smart solutions  

for each buissness idea.

Recognizing the 
need is the primary 
condition for design.

 – Charles Eames
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Cafes, Restaurants  
and more  

Downtime in projects can be avoided 

through controlled manufacturing 

and assembly process of individual 

building elements, independent of 

external conditions.

Stylish cafes or small restaurants - this is our offer for a year-round business without location 

restrictions. In summer, operating on coastal beaches, in the autumn and winter season in the 

mountains. Everything is possible with us.

Pergola Q-big

Cafe Q-big
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For SPA 
Carefully planned and discussed design meets the requirements of every client. Combined 

with efficient implementation will allow you to stay ahead of the competition and meet 

the requirements of the latest trends and regulations.

Our solutions will make each facility more attractive and will allow you to efficiently expand the 

range of services provided by the entrepreneur. Filling the complex of holiday resorts? Or maybe 

an independent business? It is very easy.

Sauna Q-big
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Freestanding Shops 
Both modular construction and business require attentiveness and analysis of all factors. 

Flexibility and staying ahead of trends - thanks to the combination of these advantages, we are 

ready to respond to the current market needs.

In the era of dynamic changes and sanitary restrictions, modular units that can function 

independently regardless of political restrictions definitely gain in value. With us, you can find 

a place for your business, as well as design a functional space that we will make for you in our 

production plant in a few weeks.

Shop Q-big
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More?
We build not only public utility buildings. The 

range of our services also includes recreational 

and residential houses that meet the highest 

standards. Get our next catalog and learn about 

the new offer.
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We are an experienced developer 

and general contractor of world-class 

contracts for many industries. Thanks 

to our people, acquired knowledge 

and infrastructure - we introduce 

modular construction to the broadly 

understood development markets.

objects
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Group's 
infrastructure 

We focus on the continuous development of our 

organizational structure and the team of specialists.

We remember about smart logistics - with production 

lines strategically located near the port of Gdańsk.

We keep expanding our facilities and strengthening 

the infrastructure to achieve greater goals in 

a thoughtful way.

guarantees our success
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Bud Invest Sp. z o.o.

Dworcowa 12 Street

83-110 Tczew, Poland

+48 511 641 580

office@budinvest-modular.com

www.budinvest-modular.com

www.facebook.com/budinvestspzoo

www.flinkedin.com/company/bud-investgroup


